
Diversity and Inclusion: How well will this campaign concept make #EveryPennsylvanian
in #EveryCounty feel included? This is key to the Commission.

Target Audience: Is there a clear target audience and does the campaign seek to clearly
benefit this audience? 

The Focus Areas: Does the campaign feature 3 (THREE) of the 14 EPIC Focus Areas?

Channel Integration: How effectively did this team integrate messages and coordinate
between the 3  (THREE) marketing channels? 

The Platforms: Does the campaign feature 2 (TWO) of America250PA's 10 Platforms?
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Judge’s Name: 

School/Team Name: 

Judging Scoresheet Instructions: Please rate each DEIC Challenge in all of the categories below,
according to the scales provided. Circle one number per question. Once you have
selected a score for each field, please find the sum of all of the circled numbers.
This will be the team's overall score. 

Round 2

No Platforms
are featured 

1 Platform is
mentioned but is not

reflected in the
overall campaign 

2 Platforms are
mentioned but are not
reflected in the overall

campaign 

2 Platforms are
featured and

reflected in the
overall campaign 

Only 1 Platform is
featured and

reflected in the
overall campaign 

The Objective: Is the overall objective of the marketing campaign clearly stated? 
1 2 3 

Notes

No Focus
Areas are
featured 

1 Focus Area is
mentioned but is not

reflected in the overall
campaign 

2 or 3 Focus Areas are
mentioned but are not
reflected in the overall

campaign 

2 Focus Areas are
featured and

reflected in the
overall campaign 

3 Focus Areas are
featured and

reflected in the
overall campaign 

No target audience
is specified

The Objective
is not clear

The Objective is
clearly stated, but

not detailed

The Objective is clear
and backed in research

4
The Objective is clear and backed

in research; the campaign also
includes detailed secondary goals

that will contribute to meeting
the objective 

The Target
Audience is

implied but not at
the center of the

campaign 

The Target
Audience is clear

but could be
better served by
this campaign

The Target Audience is
clearly stated and the

campaign explicitly
serves the target

audience

The concept is
not widely
accessible. 

The concept is
accessible to some,

but not all
Pennsylvanians 

The concept seems as
though it is widely

accessible, but this idea
is not directly addressed

in the pitch 

The concept is widely
accessible and works to

welcome all
Pennsylvanians

The concept goes above and
beyond to accommodate
#EveryPennsylvanian in

#EveryCounty

Ineffective
integration of

channels  

Listed 3 channels
but did not

accurately explain/
integrate into

campaign

2 channels were
included and accurately

explained/integrated

All 3 channels were
included and accurately

explained/integrated

All 3 channels were included
and accurately

explained/integrated, and
could be implemented in a

currently active campaign with
little to no changes



Effective Communication: How proficient and polished was the presentation? 

Creativity: Is this an original idea? How creative was this team in building a new campaign
to celebrate Pennsylvanian? 

Non-Digital: Some Pennsylvanians may not have access to social media or digital
technology. How well does this campaign concept reach people outside those channels?
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Mailpiece: How impressive was this team’s mailpiece prototype? 
0 1 3

No mailpiece
included

A mailpiece is
mentioned but not

accurately
explained/integrated

2 
A mailpiece was

included and accurately
explained/integrated

A mailpiece was included and
accurately explained/integrated, and
could be implemented in a currently

active campaign with little to no
changes

Difficult to access
without digital

technology 

Fully accessible to those
with and without social

media and digital
technology 

Mostly accessible to
those with and without
social media and digital

technology 

This campaign could
be presented to the

client today! 

This campaign could
be presented to the
client with minimal

changes

This campaign seems
ready for the client,

but the
presentation/pitch

needs work

This campaign is
still in the

beginning phases

This campaign plan is
well thought out, but
needs a good deal of

work before it is ready
for Finals

Very creative, but
doesn't seem
feasible at this

time

Very creative, but I
have seen a very
similar campaign

before in PA

Not only is this
idea creative and
original, but it's

also totally
feasible!

This idea is completely
unique and should be

a part of our
semiquincentennial

celebration! 

This idea is creative
and original but
could use a little

more work!

Total Score: ________ 
*The total score is calculated by adding together all of
the numbers that you circled above. The sum of those
numbers is the team's overall score. The SIX teams
with the highest overall scores will be sent to Finals! 

The highest possible score is 42.

ON BEHALF OF AMERICA250PA, THANK YOU FOR BEING A PART OF OUR JUDGING PANEL! 


